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WHAT'S ON

DO NOT MISS

Jesolo Air Show

Piazza Brescia as Jurassic Park

Beach

A bloody battle between ferocious Tyrannosaurs
Rex. An exhibition space with perspectives on
Segosaurus, Centrosaurus and Ankylosaurus.
There’s a real Jurassic Park in piazza Brescia!
Thanks to the sand sculptures, the event organized
by Jesolo tourism department, this year is focused
on the theme “Sand Raptors”. As it happened in
other successful exhibitions on big and fierce prehistoric predators, Jesolo also dedicates its summer sand sculptures to the theme so loved by children. Piazza Brescia has thus transformed into a
prehistoric forest, enriched by copies of prehistoric
specimens of Jesolo Natural History Museum. The
exhibition is open every day until 16 September.

from 08/09/2018 to 09/09/2018
Free

Jesolo Air Show 2018
Beach

from 09/09/2018 to 10/09/2018
Free

Zumba
11.00 a.m. Riviera Levante (Beach); 5.00 p.m. Relax Beach
09/09/2018
Free

Farmers market
Piazza della Repubblica, 7.30 a.m. - 00.30 p.m.
10/09/2018
Free

Orfeo in Italy: international singing and
dance Festival
Piazza Aurora - 8.00 pm

In case of bad weather the shows will be held at
A.Vivaldi Theatre, from 11/09/2018 to 14/09/2018
Free
All the events are available on: www.jesolo.it
and on Facebook: Jesolo.it

More info: www.jesolo.it

DID YOU KNOW?
Europe’s longest pedestrian zone
All along this street, you’ll be captured by the call
of many “Italian fashion” shops. Some concept stores will invite you to try sensory experiences, touching their items surrounded by play of light and perfumes. Creations by top designers will attract you through enticing shop windows. Fashionable spaces
for young people, sports enthusiasts and those with
alternative tastes, will welcome you with their creativity. Walking down the road gives you the chance to
learn more, get a taste for and buy the best in fashion
design and ‘Made in Italy’ quality. A walking area which becomes also a meeting point for people coming
from many different countries. Pedestrian zone will
last from 31st May until 16th September 2018.

N.B.we invite our guests to always verify the information of the Daily News with the Hotel staff or on the official website
www.jesolo.it, to check unexpected changes occurred after publication. Contact: Consorzio di Imprese Turistiche JesoloVenice
Tel. +39 0421 92288 info@jesolovenice.com

THINGS TO DO

LET'S PLAY

The great Egypt on show in Jesolo
In the exhibition "Egypt. Gods, Pharaohs, Men"
inaugurated last December at Space Aquileia 123
(near Brescia Square), there're valuable artefacts
of great historical significance such as a precious
roll of papyrus from the Egyptian Museum of Cairo, on display for the first time in Italy, together with
other objects coming from the most important national and international collections. These findings
are illustrated and valorized by new and engaging
narrative modes. The exhibition also offers educational workshops for different levels of school and
age dedicated to schools and families.
Tickets: ADULTS €. 16,00; REDUCED €.12,00; CHILDREN (age 6 -12) €. 8,00; Tickets include free audio
guide. More info: www.jesolo.it

A TASTE OF JESOLO

JESOLO AND AROUND

Bellini

Peggy Guggenheim Collection

Bellini is famous throughout the world as one of the
best known Italian cocktails.
It was invented in 1948 by Giuseppe Cipriani, the
head barman at Harry's Bar. Due to its pink colour,
which reminded Cipriani of the colour of the toga of
a saint in a painting by the painter Giovanni Bellini,
he named the cocktail Bellini. Hence the drink became a seasonal speciality of Harry’s Bar in Venice, one of the favourite bars of Ernest Hemingway,
Sinclair Lewis and Orson Welles. Later it was introduced on the list of cocktails at Harry's Bar in New
York, becoming an evergreen.
The basic ingredients of the cocktail are: sparkling
white wine (usually prosecco), blended flesh and
juice of white peaches.

Born in New York in 1898, Peggy Guggenheim,
after spending her youth in Paris, opened a modern art gallery, the Guggenheim Jeune, in London
in 1938, beginning a career that will influence the
course of second post-war art, especially with her
second gallery-museum, Art of this Century, which
she opened in New York City in 1942. In 1949 she
bought in Venice Palazzo Venier dei Leoni, her museum-home on the Grand Canal, where she spent
the rest of her life. The Peggy Guggenheim Collection is a 20th-century European and American Art
Museum featuring masterpieces of Cubism, Futurism, European Abstraction, Surrealism, American
Abstract Expressionism, of European and American art up to the eighties together with the works
of some of the greatest sculptors of the '900.
Opening hours: 10am - 6pm; closed Tuesday. Admission: Adults € 15; Child. 0-10 y., free.Getting there: water-bus n.1 or 2 from S.Marco/S.Zaccaria, stop La Salute or Accademia

